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ART Teknika releases iConvolver 1.0 for iOS - Impulse Response Reverb
Published on 05/19/16
Tokyo based ART Teknika Inc. today introduces iConvolver 1.0, their new app for
conveniently utilizing convolution reverb on an iOS device. Using Impulse Response files
that records the properties of reverberation from acoustic spaces such as halls and
studios, high-grade hardware reverb, spring reverb, speaker cabinets and microphones,
iConvolver can reproduce those properties. As iConvolver comes with several Impulse
Response files included, you can immediately test out those sounds.
Tokyo, Japan - ART Teknika Inc., a software and content provider, today is proud to
announce the release and immediate availability of iConvolver 1.0, their new app for
conveniently utilizing convolution reverb on an iOS device. Convolution is an effect that
adds sampled reverberative properties to a sound to recreate the original properties of
that sound. The data of these reverberative properties are called the Impulse Response,
and can record the properties of not only acoustic space but also from such things as
hardware and speakers. By recording the properties of reverberation from acoustic spaces
such as halls and studios, high-grade hardware reverb, spring reverb, speaker cabinets and
microphones, etc. to Impulse Response files, they can be reproduced in iConvolver. As
iConvolver comes with several Impulse Response files included, you can immediately test
out those sounds.
Main Features:
* Equipped with an original convolution engine
* Zero latency
* Compatible with external Impulse Response files (WAV/AIFF formats (1ch, 2ch, 4ch))
* Open In is compatible with Zip files, and can extract Zip files as well (Not compatible
with password-protected Zip files)
* Equipped with low pass and high pass filters for adjusting reverb sound
* Can be used in combination with other apps compatible with Audiobus and Inter-App Audio.
Standalone operation also possible
* A universal app that can be used with both iPhone/iPad
* Comes with several original IR files (over 100) included
Main Uses:
* For recreating reverb, acoustic space, speaker cabinet sound, etc.
Hardware Compatibility:
* iConvolver by its nature requires a relatively heavy CPU load
* Devices with 64 bit CPU recommended
* iPhone 6 and above, iPad Air 2 and above are especially recommended
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* Universal Application
* 84.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
iConvolver 1.0 is $3.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Music category.
iConvolver 1.0:
http://audiosuite.artteknika.com/index_en.html
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Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id1042911823
Screenshot (iPhone):
http://audiosuite.artteknika.com/iConvolver_iPhone.png
Screenshot (iPad):
http://audiosuite.artteknika.com/iConvolver_iPad.png
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple2/v4/eb/76/20/eb7620b6-2a2d-5005-3340-ab294bb2f2c2/ic
on175x175.jpeg

Founded in 1994. Under the motto of "Computing power for Audio, Visual and
Communications," ART Teknika has experience in a wide variety of fields, from technical
development in audiovisual fields and content production. Also involved in development and
proposal of systems utilizing iPhones and iPads. Copyright (C) 1994-2016 ART Teknika. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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